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U.S. PRODUCTION STILL SOARING

Washington - Tuesday - Fresh increases in U.S. war production were recorded in

the seventh monthly report of the U.S. War Production Board issued today by the chair-

men of the Board, Mr. Donald Nelson, The text of the report was:

The output of munitions in December rose 14 percent above November production.
The volume of planes, tanks, guns, ships and other campaign material which rolled off

the assembly lines of United States factories was the greatest ever produced in one

month. The month’s increase in the physical volume of war material turned out was also

the greatest.

In December munitions production was nearly five tines the output of November, 1941,

the month before pearl Harbour, The large Dec ember output was partly a result of the

year-end drive to clear up odds and ends in many shops. To some degree assembly lines

were stripped of the materials passing along then to produce as many units as possible

during the month, and as a result January production in some areas has been adversely
affected.

An unusual effort to push December production upward was made particularly in air-

craft manufacture.

December production increases over November figures were:-

Aircraft, 20 per cent,
Ground Ordnance, 25 per cent.

Navy and Army vessels, one per cent,

Merchantships, 9 per cent,
Miscellaneous Munitions, 11 per cent.

PLANS FOR 1943

Each monthly increase will now be harder to obtain, We plant to produce during

1943 roughly twice the volume of munitions produced last year.

How much greater the volume of production is in the present war than in the last

war can be judged roughly by a comparison of United States war expenditure for the

first 13 months of both wars. During April, 1917 - April 1918 (inclusive) U,S, war

expenditure totalled 10,100,000,000 dollars compared with 54,400,000,000 dollars from

December 1941 - December 1942 (inclusive).

Considerable progress has been made in bringing about better production

scheduling. Emphasis is being placed upon the scheduling of common component parts

such as valves, pumps, blowers, heat exchangers, compressors and gears, and industry

committees are being sot up rapidly, This is bringing about a more intensive use

of facilities and is boosting the production of items, the lack of which retards the

completion of the final products. Orders have been issued to give such items pre-

cedence over everything else.

AIRCRAFT: The number of planes delivered to the array and navy and our Allies

in December was 5,489, although several hundred were accepted and went into a "pool"

on the last day of the month. The "pool" consists of planes delivered to procurement

officers at plants hut not flown because they lacked some part - propeller, wheels, or

some other essential item - or because of weather, The "pool" however, was down to

normal proportions by January 10, December production represented an increase of

677 planes.
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Increases in production of planes in December (measured on a value basis)
were; combat planes 16 per cent; service planes (including transport and

observation planes) 26 per cent; trainer-planes 32 per cent.

An unbalanced phase of aircraft production is the output of engines, which runs

ahead of plane production. At some points the storage of engines has become a

problem. Steps have been taken to see that some metal going into surplus engines
is put into air frames and air frame parts, thus speeding the output of planes.
Aluminium and alloy steel forgings continued to be bottlenecks.

ORDNANCE: Production increases reported include; Tanks "a marked increse",
with output reaching its peak and a decline scheduled in 1943; self-propelled guns

rose by one-fourth over November; infantry weapons, aircraft guns and anti-aircraft

guns "substantial increases", with several new types of ordnance reported in

production; anti-aircraft ammunition rose by over one-third; ammunition for small

arms and infantry weapons by almost one-fourth.

NAVY AND VESSELS: Work on these was slightly greater in December than in

November, but deliveries jumped sharply with the completion of a large number of

landing vessels. Deliveries of major naval vessels was somewhat greater but

deliveries of minor combat vessels fell off.

MERCHANT VESSELS; In December 108 merchantships of 1,167,000 deadweight tons

came from the Maritime Commission, In addition a number of vessels for military

purposes were delivered.

Last year, says the report, 542 Liberty cargo-ships were constructed and placed
in active service. The average number of days required for the construction of

these vessels was art from 241 for ships delivered in January to 55 days for those

in December, In 1942 the Maritime Commission delivered 72? merchant vessels with

a total deadweight tonnage of 8,027,000 tons. In addition the commission delivered

19 special-type military vessels and 14 tugboats, bringing the total of dead-weight
tons for the year to 8,090,000.

RADIO AND DETECTION EQUIPMENT, produced for military and civilian use,

exceeded 1,000,000,000 dollars in 1942 - more than three times the 1941 figure.
December production, which exceeded 185,000,000 dollars increased by about 19

per cent over the November value of 160,000,000 dollars.

CONSTNUCTION: Govemment-financed war construction including military

construction, munitions plants, equipment, war housing and public works, totalled

14,100,000,000 dollars in 1942 - almost three times the 4,800,000,000 dollars for

1941* Starting at 620,000,000 dollars in January the monthly totals advanced until

the peak of 1,590,000,000 dollars was reached in August, Since then construction

has declined steadily, releasing workers and materials for the direct production of

munitions. The estimated December total of dollars is six per cent

below the 1,331,000,000 dollars for November*

MACHINE TOOLS: After the set-back,in November production reached a new peak of

131,900,000 dollars-worth of tools, a gain of 9.l per cent on November and 1.5 per

cent on October* The back-log of orders continued to decline. The average time for

completion of unfilled orders was cut from nearly eight months at the end of November

to 6 1/2 months.

COST: Expenditures for war purposes by the Treasury and Government Corporations
totalled 52,406,000,000 dollars in 1942, an increase of 277 per cent over 1941. The

average spent each day was 169,000,000 dollars in 1942, and 45,600,000 dollars in

1941* In December, war expenditures were 6,125,000,000 dollars, which is

13,000,000 dollars or 0.2 per cent over November

From July 1940, when the programme began, until the end of 1942, cumulated war

expenditures totalled 68,200,000,000 dollars. The authorised war programme calls.
for the disbursement of 238,000,000,000 dollars* About two-thirds of the unspent
funds have been committed for expenditure*

LABOUR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES: Labour Management Committees, formed under the

war production drive which opened in March, 1942, had by the end of the year

reached the number of 1,919 in which 4,003,742 workers are represented. The

greatest numbers were represented in the industries producing ships, guns, ordnance,

iron, steel and aircraft. In December the number of committees increased by 120

and the number of workers represented by approximately 420,000 partly reflecting
the revised employment figures.
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INDEX OF MUNITIONS PRODUCTION: As covered by this index, munitions include

planes" ships, tanks, guns, ammunition and all campaign equipment. It does not

include construction or industrial facilities created for munitions production.

In measuring over-all munitions production, differences in the size and cost

of items are taken into consideration. Thus a four-engined bomber requiring
more man-hours, more material, more equipment etc, is assigned a higher dollar

value than a trainer plane. Fixed dollar values are assigned to each item so

that fluctuations in price do not affect their relative weight in calculating

production progress. The total fixed dollar value of all munitions produced

in one month compared with the value of another month forms a yardstick by which

munitions production is measured.

The following chart shows the index numbers of U.S. production from July, 1939,
to December, 1942*

1939 Index

Number

1941 Index

Number

1942 Index

Number

January - 41 163

February - 45 173
March - 52 201

April - 60 238

May - 57 269

June - 59 300

July 23 64 331

August 22 72 357

September 22 83 370

October 27 91 385

November 34 100 435 (revised)
December 50 133 497 (preliminary)

NOTE: The foregoing report on munitions is broken down into five categories

aircraft, ground ordnance, naval and army vessels, merchantships and miscellaneous

munitions. These include the following items:

AIRCRAFT - combat, service, trainer planes and gliders parts, aircraft

ordnance, airbase equipment, aircraft maintenance and operation.

GROUND ORDNANGE - combat vehicles and equipment, artillery and equipment, anti-

aircraft guns and equipment, small arms and infantry weapons, army ammunition, army

ground signal and related equipment.

NAVAL AND ARMY VESSELS - naval vessels, equipment and maintenance of transports,

landing vessels, army auxiliaries, naval guns and fire-control, ammunitions,

torpedoes, depth-charges and mines.

MERCHANT SHIPS - ocean-going dry-cargo vessels, tankers, barges, ore-carriers

and other merchantships•

MISCELLANEOUS MUNITIONS - automotive vehicles and equipment, clothing-and

personal equipment, other equipment supplies, machine-tools and other industrial

machinery and equipment for export.

U.S. OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
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